
The essential video encoder 
Discreet® cleaner™ 6 for the Apple® Macintosh® computer is the industry
standard for professional video encoding and the indispensable
complement to Apple® Final Cut Pro®, Adobe® Premiere® and Avid®

Xpress® DV. With cleaner software, video editors are only a click
away from delivering the highest quality video output – every time.

Flexibility
cleaner supports more video formats than any other product on the
market. You can now deliver results in the formats you need such as
Apple QuickTime 6, MPEG-4, even Kinoma™ for handheld PDAs.

Quality
cleaner produces the highest quality output. With cleaner software,
you will find that many of our filters now process in native YUV to
help maintain source fidelity. We include features for high quality
output in the most important playback environments such as the
Internet and DVD.

Productivity
cleaner helps deliver more in less time. Using new, advanced 
features, including drag-and-drop encoding, it’s easy to compress
files directly from your editing station. Add stream navigation, 
synchronize HTML to streaming media, embed links and interactive
hot spots to truly engage your audience. 

Speed
cleaner is optimized for the Mac® OS X operating system with new
Aqua® user interface enhancements. The software offers blazing
performance gains, taking full advantage of the G4 Velocity Engine™

and dual processor configurations.

Integration
cleaner integrates with all of your favorite web design tools, such
as Macromedia Flash™, Macromedia® Dreamweaver® and Adobe®

GoLive®. And it works seamlessly with Final Cut Pro, Adobe Premiere
and Avid editing systems.

Supported input formats
DV, QuickTime (with MPEG-4 and AAC support), Video for Windows®

(AVI), MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, MPEG Layer I Audio, MPEG
Layer II Audio, AIFF/AIFC, AU, Sound Designer II, WAV, OpenDML,
Macromedia Flash, and other video, audio, animation and 
still-image formats

Supported output formats
QuickTime (with MPEG-4 and AAC support), RealMedia™ (OS 9
only), Windows Media™, MPEG-1, MPEG-2, Kinoma, MP3, DV,
MPEG Layer I Audio, MPEG Layer II Audio, Video for Windows
(AVI), AIFF/AIFC, WAV and other video, audio, animation and 
still-image formats

Discreet® cleaner™ 6 for Apple® Macintosh®

WEB
Latest and greatest QuickTime®

with MPEG-4 and AAC compression

Faster-than-ever MPEG with 2-pass
variable bit rate encoding

PDA
Cutting-edge Kinoma™ video
formats for handheld PDAscleaner’s adaptive noise reduction filter produces razor-sharp video



Features

- New: QuickTime 6, with MPEG-4 and AAC

- New: High definition input support

- New: Fast MPEG encoding engine for CDs and DVDs

- New: Kinoma video formats for PDAs

- New: 150 professional encoding settings

- New: Drag-and-drop for instant encoding

- New: Direct and automated encoding from your editing tool

- New: Optimized for G4 Velocity Engine

- New: Aqua interface for Mac OS X

- New: A/B setting preview mode

- Improved: Faster processing and quality for native YUV sources

- Improved: Faster YUV filtering chain performance

- Improved: Dual processor support

- Improved: Custom settings creation and management

- Improved: Remove 3:2 pull-down with enhanced intelecine filter

- Import video files from any editing tool

- Compress to QuickTime, RealMedia (OS 9 only), Windows Media, 
MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MP3 and many more

- Adaptive noise reduction for sharper compressed video

- De-interlace through top/bottom field removal and blend filters

- Crop, scale and enhance video apparance

- Dynamic preview slider for in-frame comparison

- Automated batch encoding for hundreds of video files

- AppleScript support for custom workflow configuration

- Audio sweetening through dynamic range, normalize and 
reverb filters

- Audio repair through high pass, low pass, noise gating, noise 
removal and notch filters

- Author interactive video through simple interface

- Seamless publishing to video servers
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Minimum system requirements
- Apple Macintosh computer with PowerPC® G3 or faster 

processor (recommended: G4 or G4 dual processor)
- Mac OS 9.1 or higher and Mac OS X v10.1 or higher
- QuickTime 5 or higher
- 128 MB of RAM (recommended: 256 MB of RAM)
- Display card supporting 1024x768 resolution and 16-bit color 

(recommended: 24-bit color)
- CD-ROM drive
- 20 MB of available hard drive space

cleaner 6 sales contact information

Discreet. 10 rue Duke, Montréal. Québec. Canada H3C2L7

Fax: 514-393-0110

Sales: 800-869-3504 (@ first prompt press 3)

Technical Support: 800-925-6442 or 877-347-2733
(9am - 9pm EST)

Activation, Registration and Key Questions: 800-551-1490
(8am - 8pm EST)
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FILTER
Configure powerful filters 
to maximize output quality.

COMPRESS
Deliver the latest and 
greatest formats.

PUBLISH
Publish to the network 
or directly to a server.

MPEG-1
MPEG-2

EDITOR


